
APPLICATION NOTES
STYLE ‘MRE’ CARD-EDGE SURFACE MOUNT

4 & 6 ROW

This style of termination is semi-custom. It is specifi c to the individual user’s modules construction. A 
substantial number of previously developed forms exist, but are too numerous for inclusion here. Please 
contact the factory before assigning specifi c values to bushing offset and SMT ‘A’ and ‘B’ dimensions.

For communication purposes, the terminology used in the above views will be helpful.

For conditions where the right SMT is left of the bushing face, the ‘A’ dimension will be shown as a negative. 
This will often be the case where the module’s construction has no core heat sink.

When a core heat sink is present, design intent is to have the bushing face against the core sink surface; 
further, it is intended that this same surface be the heat transfer surface for solid cores using card slot 
surface as a system sink.

For initial design purposes, it is necessary to determine the nominal thickness and tolerance for each element 
of the module. This enables gap values to be chosen so that “worst case” conditions will still result in the 
module pads being under compression prior to SMT soldering. Pad tension, or lifting moment, can lead to 
future pad failure, particularly under shock and/or vibration.
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The above view shows recommended leading edge confi guration for use with MRE style plugs. Chamfered 
leading edges substantially reduce operator force required to seat PWA/PWB’S.

The two right hand views show recommended mounting scheme for use with modules containing a heat 
sink. Use of this scheme will greatly reduce the cumulative tolerance issues in packaging. It is design intent 
that the surface of the heat sink in contact with the bushing be the surface which is used for heat transfer; in 
packaging employing wedge locks, this is the surface opposite the wedge lock mechanism.
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